
 

 

 

A. INTRODUCTION 

There are several working methods introduced by the law-maker in order to mitigate negative 

consequences in terms of employers and employees that may be incurred as a result of 

temporary economic conditions.  

Unpaid leave, part-time working, short-time working, teleworking and paid leave are only a 

few of those methods. In this memorandum, we aim to provide legal framework of working 

methods that employers and employees may adopt during COVID-19 pandemic in order to 

eliminate negative economic consequences.  

B. UNPAID LEAVE 

Unpaid leave is one of the circumstances in which labor contract is suspended. In Labor Code 

no. 4857 (“Labor Code”), unpaid leave is allowed only upon mutual consensus of employer 

and employee. Employee does not work and employer does not pay renumeration to employee 

in return during such suspension period. Not only main renumeration of employee but also sub-

payments are not paid to employee during such period.  

i. In the event that there is a provision in labor contract regarding unpaid leave 

If there is pre-agreed consensus between employer and employee with respect to unpaid leave, 

these provisions govern unpaid leave issues between parties.  

However, we must note that as unpaid leave is principally subject to will of employer and 

employee, provisions of collective labor contracts should also be considered as well as 

individual labor contracts. Besides, in labor contracts and sub-regulations governing labor 

relation (e.g. workplace internal regulations), there may be provisions which give employer 

unlimited power to decide on unpaid leave conditions. These provisions generally include prior 

consent of employee to unpaid leave as well. We would like to emphasize that validity of these 

provision should be evaluated under conditions of each individual case.  

ii. In the event that there is no provision in labor contract regarding unpaid leave 

In the event that labor contract does not contain any provision regarding unpaid leave, employer 

and employee should belatedly agree on the conditions of unpaid leave. In that case, procedure 

prescribed under article 22 of the Labor Code titled “Fundamental Amendments in Working 

Conditions” is triggered.  
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In order to comply with abovementioned procedure, employer is required to notify employee 

about her proposal with respect to unpaid leave. If employee does not accept such proposal 

within 6 working days, proposal is automatically deemed as rejected. In that case, employer is 

entitled to terminate labor contract provided that she explains that amendment relies upon a 

valid reason or there is another ground for termination and that notice period is complied with. 

We must note that if employer chooses such termination option, termination procedure should 

completely be followed, if possible, legal advise should be received. Otherwise, there is a risk 

that termination would be deemed invalid and employer would be liable accordingly.  

Labor Code does not set forth duration of unpaid leave. However, unpaid leave which exceeds 

reasonable period and continues even after end of circumstances which lead to unpaid leave 

may be deemed as invalid and employer may be held liable for these exceeding periods.  

C. PART-TIME WORKING 

Part-time working is defined by International Labor Organization as “regular working which is 

agreed upon mutual consensus of employer and employee and which is less than ordinary 

working hours”. Three fundamental characteristics of part-time working that differs it from 

other working patterns are (i) duration, (ii) voluntariness and (iii) continuity.  

i. Duration  

Part-time working is described under article 13 of the Labor Code as “working for significantly 

lesser hours than other employees at the same workplace”. Significantly lesser hours is not an 

objective criterion but the law-maker refers to other employees at the workplace. Significantly 

lesser hours is also materialized under article 6 of the Regulation on the Working Hours in 

Labor Code as working hours up to 2/3 of other employees at the workplace.  

ii. Voluntariness  

Voluntariness means that part-time working is subject to will of the parties. There should be 

mutual consensus of employer and employee in part-time working. Therefore, the procedure 

that we referred above under (B, ii) regarding “Fundamental Amendments in Working 

Conditions” needs to be followed.  

iii. Continuity  

Continuity means that part-time working is not temporary. Continuity is an important element 

of part-time working; however, it does not mean that part-time working can be agreed for a 

certain period. We are of the opinion that in the events where there are compelling reasons such 

as pandemic, part-time working should be possible rather than terminating labor contract due 

to just causes.  

In case employer and employee agree on part-time working, conditions in labor contract are 

drafted accordingly and renumeration of employee is generally arranged as lesser than ordinary 

employees who work full-time.  

D. SHORT-TIME WORKING  

Short-time working is regulated with Unemployment Insurance Law no. 4447 (“Law no. 

4447”) and Regulation on Short-Time Working and Short-Time Allowance (“Short-Time 

Working Regulation”). Employers who do not prefer to lay off employees may shorten 



 

working hours and decrease production in the workplace and pay lesser renumeration 

accordingly.  

i. Short-Time Working in Principle  

Short-time working may be defined as decreasing ordinary working hours temporarily or partial 

or full suspension of activities at the workplace. As per additional article 2 of the Law no. 4447, 

employer may apply short-time working in the events of general economic crisis, sectoral or 

regional crisis, or existence of compelling reasons. In that case, labor contracts of employees 

are suspended up to three months and employees are entitled to be paid short-time allowance 

by the government.  

Employer’s obligation to pay renumeration and employee’s obligation to serve are suspended 

partially or fully considering type of short-time working that employer opted. However, sub-

obligations deriving from labor contract still continue. For example, employee’s loyalty 

obligation does not end.  

ii. Prerequisites of Short-Time Working 

Following conditions should be fulfilled in order to activate short-time working:  

a. Existence of general economic, sectoral or regional crisis or compelling reasons  

Short-time working is not possible unless one of the reasons stipulated under the law is fulfilled. 

Reasons that may lead to short-time working are regulated as four categories under the law. 

Accordingly, short-time working is allowed in the events of general economic, sectoral or 

regional crisis and compelling reasons (e.g. pandemic).  

b. Suspension of activities at the workplace partially or fully or significant decrease 

in working hours 

All units at a workplace may be suspended temporarily due to general economic crisis or 

compelling reasons. In that case, it is accepted that activities are fully suspended. However, if 

activities of some of the units at the workplace are suspended, it is accepted that activities are 

partially suspended. Under these two circumstances, employer may apply to short-time working 

and allowance. Short-time allowance would be paid to employees who work in a unit activities 

of which are suspended. Employers are also entitled to apply short-time working for various 

durations and in different terms at the workplace.  

Partial or full suspension of activities at the workplace is defined under Short-Time Working 

Regulation as temporarily decreasing ordinary working hours for some of or all units at the 

workplace at least at the rate of 1/3 or partially or fully suspending activities at least for four 

weeks without need for being continuous.  

On the other side, in order to accept suspension of activities or significant decrease in working 

hours as short-time working in legal perspective, it should at first be temporary.  

c. Notification to Turkish Labor Institution and Evaluation of Request  

Employer who wishes to apply short-time working at the workplace due to general economic, 

sectoral or regional crisis or compelling reasons is required to notify Turkish Labor Institution 

(“İşkur”) in written by filling Short-Time Working Request Form circulated by İşkur. 



 

Employer is also required to notify unions that are party to collective labor contracts applying 

in her workplace.  

İşkur shall evaluate employer’s short-time working application as to whether there is 

employment complying with regulations based on labor contract at the workplace, whether 

conditions for short-time working are fulfilled, whether such circumstances leading to short-

time working seriously affected activities at the workplace. In short, İşkur evaluates whether 

employer’s application complies with legislation.  

iii. Duration of Short-Time Working  

Duration of short-time working is subject to continuity of reasons leading to economic 

difficulties and it shall not exceed three months in any case. However, the President is entitled 

to extend such duration up to six months where he deems necessary.  

As per laws and regulations, it is not possible to apply short-time working if working hours are 

decreased less than 1/3 of ordinary working hours or activities at the workplace are suspended 

for less than four weeks.  

Short-time working ends if duration expires or reasons leading to short-time working disappear 

or upon decision of employer. For the avoidance of doubt, short-time working may be ended 

by employer even if duration is not expired or economic difficulties continue.  

iv. Short-Time Working Allowance  

As per Law no. 4447 and Short-Time Working Regulation, if conditions for short-time working 

stipulated under aforementioned legislation are fulfilled, İşkur which is a governmental 

institution pays “short-time working allowance” to employees who work with employer who 

applied to short-time working. Naturally, there are various conditions to be fulfilled in order to 

get short-time working allowance.  

a. Conditions to get Short-time Working Allowance 
 

1. Application of Employer to İşkur for Short-time working  

This requirement was mentioned above under (D, ii, c) section.  

2. Employee’s eligibility for Unemployment Allowance in terms of past works and 

premiums paid  

In article 6/1-b of Short-Time Working Regulation, employee needs to be entitled to 

unemployment allowance as of the date of short-time working in terms of past works and paid 

premiums as stipulated under article 50 of Law no. 4447. Until recent amendment was made, 

article 50 of Law no. 4447 suggested that employees who worked uninterruptedly for 120 days 

before end of labor contract by paying premiums and worked 600 days within the last three 

years with insurance and paid unemployment premium shall be paid unemployment allowance 

for 180 days.  

However, another measure was recently recently taken by the government on this issue. 

Accordingly, conditions to benefit from short-time working allowance were facilitated with the 

Law no. 7226, published in the Official Gazette no. 31080 dated 26.03.2020. According to new 

regulation, employees should have paid unemployment premium for 450 days in the last three 

years. Moreover, uninterrupted working period mentioned above was decreased to 60 days.  



 

Above conditions for unemployment allowance need to be cumulatively fulfilled in order to get 

short-time working allowance.  

b. Amount and Calculation of Short-Time Working Allowance  

In article 7/1 of the Short-Time Working Regulation, short-time working allowance is 

determined as 60% of average daily gross salary of employee which is calculated based on last 

12 months’ salary subject to premium. It is also regulated that short-time working allowance 

shall not exceed 150% of monthly minimum wage. Accordingly, monthly short-time working 

allowance is minimum 1,766 TRY and maximum 4,415 TRY in 2020.  

Short-time working allowance is paid during short-time working provided that it does not 

exceed three months. If activities were partially suspended, short-time working allowance is 

calculated monthly for inactive hours in a way to complete weekly working hours.  

v. Insurance Status During Short-Time Working  

For the period which employee is paid short-term allowance, insurance premium to be paid as 

per Law on Social Insurances and General Health Insurance no. 5510 dated 31.05.2006 is 

transferred to Social Security Institution by Unemployment Insurance Fund. In the names of 

employees subject to short-time working, reason for deficit days is notified as “18-Short-Time 

Working Allowance” with SGK Monthly Premium and Service Certificate.  

E. TELEWORKING  

Teleworking is a pattern of working in which employee works in a place other than classical 

workplace. In article 14 of the Labor Code, teleworking is defined as “labor relation in which 

employee provides her service at her home or outside of workplace with technological devices 

within the employer’s work organization”.  

i. Labor Relation in case of Teleworking  

Employer’s and employee’s obligations regarding service, renumeration and dependency still 

continue in case of teleworking. In that case, only the place where service is provided changes 

and it becomes employee’s home or other place where she can carry out her service with 

technological devices. In the event which employee provides her service from home, it is called 

as “working from home” whereas in the events which employee provides her service from other 

places with technological devices, it is called as “telecommuting”.  

We would like to state that even if service is not provided at the workplace, it is still provided 

within the scope of employer’s work organization. This means that employee still works under 

management and authority of employer. However, she participates work organization through 

technological devices rather than physical participation. Participation in employer’s work 

organization also means that teleworking is performed continuously and regularly. Therefore, 

performing works outside of workplace from time to time even though working relation was 

agreed as classical working is not adequate to describe such work as teleworking. Indeed, 

teleworking should be agreed in written.  

ii. Elements that Teleworking Labor Contract must cover 

As per article 14 of the Labor Code, teleworking labor contract must cover definition of service, 

type of performance, duration and place of work, issues regarding occupational health and 



 

safety, renumeration and conditions of payment, equipment supplied by employer and their 

protection, communication between employer and employee and general and specific 

provisions of work. 

iii. Rights and obligations of Employer and Employee in teleworking 

Employees shall not be differently treated based solely on their working pattern unless a 

material reason justifying such treatment exists. Employer is also responsible to inform and 

educate employees with respect to occupational health and safety. Employer is liable to observe 

employee’s health conditions and provide necessary information regarding safety of equipment 

that she supplied.  

We must note that even though article 14 of the Labor Code envisages to publish a regulation 

regarding teleworking, no such regulation was published as of the date of this memorandum. 

There is only one draft regulation which has not been published yet.  

In this scope, the draft regulation divides teleworking into two as compulsory and voluntary 

teleworking. However, as the regulation did not come into force yet, we conclude that 

teleworking is subject to mutual agreement of employer and employee. For this reason, if 

employer wishes to turn working pattern into teleworking, she needs to follow procedure 

stipulated under article 22 of the Labor Code.  

F. PAID LEAVE  

Another option which employer and employee may opt in the event of pandemic is paid leave. 

Paid leave is regulated under the Labor Code as annual paid leave, birth leave, half-day birth 

leave, marriage leave, paternal leave, death leave, disabled child leave, periodic check leave, 

maternity leave, job seeking leave and adoption leave.  

Legislation does not specifically regulate paid leave in the event of pandemic. However, as per 

article 10 of Annual Leave Regulation, employer or proxy of employer may send all or some 

of employees to annual leave between April and October each year.  

Insurance premiums other than those for work accidents and occupational diseases shall 

continue to be paid in terms of employer and employee over renumeration to be paid during 

annual paid leave.  

 

 

 

 


